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Abstract

An accurate understanding of evolutionary relationships is central in biology. For parasitologists, understanding the relationships among eukaryotic organisms allows the prediction of virulence mechanisms, reconstruction of metabolic pathways, identification of potential drug targets, elucidation of parasite-specific cellular processes and understanding of interactions with the host or vector. Here we consider the impact of major recent revisions of eukaryotic systematics and taxonomy on parasitology. The previous, ladder-like model placed some protists as early diverging, with the remaining eukaryotes “progressing” towards a “crown radiation” of animals, plants, Fungi and some additional protistan lineages. This model has been robustly disproven. The new model is based on vastly increased amounts of molecular sequence data, integration with morphological information and the rigorous application of phylogenetic methods to those data. It now divides eukaryotes into six major supergroups; the relationships between those groups and the order of branching remain unknown. This new eukaryotic phylogeny emphasizes that organisms including Giardia, Trypanosoma and Trichomonas are not primitive, but instead highly evolved and specialised for their specific environments. The wealth of newly available comparative genomic data has also allowed the reconstruction of ancient suites of characteristics and mapping of character evolution in diverse parasites. For example, the last common eukaryotic ancestor was apparently complex, suggesting that lineage-specific adaptations and secondary losses have been important in the evolution of protistan parasites. Referring to the best evidence-based models for eukaryotic evolution will allow parasitologists to make more accurate and reliable inferences about pathogens that cause significant morbidity and mortality.
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1. Introduction

Systematics, the study and elucidation of the relationships between species and determination of their origins, is pivotal in biology. A reliable phylogeny can provide insights beyond simply demonstrating that one organism is closely or distantly related to another. A phylogenetic tree also allows inference of the primitive state in a given common ancestor. For protozoan parasites with seemingly simple biology, a phylogenetic tree can determine whether a specific lineage under consideration is truly primitive compared to its more complex relatives, or is minimized due to secondary losses of characteristics. Such mapping of transformations of character states over a tree clarifies evolutionary trends. For parasitologists studying protists, this can provide context for life cycles, pathogenic mechanisms and susceptibility to therapeutic or control interventions. Such information is gained via understanding the basic biology of the organism through ultrastructure, molecular cell biology and genomics and can provide clues to vaccine candidates and therapeutic targets.

Estimating an accurate phylogeny is far from trivial, and has occupied biologists literally for centuries. Methodology has developed from the morphological to molecular, beginning with analyses of single genes. The availability of fully sequenced genomes from diverse eukaryotes and the development of methods for obtaining and comparing homologues of a broad array of genes have extended molecular analysis to large
concatenated gene sets and reconstruction of ancestral states. This has led to a revolution in understanding of eukaryotic relationships and our view of parasite evolution.

2. The “Elitist” view of eukaryotic evolution: humans, plants and the “crown”

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, analyses of small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) genes [1,2] or selected protein coding genes [3], rooted by prokaryotic homologues of orthologous genes, produced a version of the eukaryotic tree still commonly, and unfortunately, adhered to by many today (Fig. 1). In this version, a few lineages of cytologically simple protists emerged from the base of the tree as deeply branching eukaryotes [4]. These included many prominent parasitic lineages such as the diplomonads (Giardia), parabasalids (Trichomonas), kinetoplastids (Trypanosoma) and the Microsporidia (Nosema). Above these lineages, representatives of various other groups of protists diverged away from the backbone of the tree in a ladder-like fashion, including the Apicomplexa (Plasmodium), the slime molds (Dictyostelium) and amoebae such as Entamoeba. The tree culminated in a crown radiation of taxa including animals, plants, Fungi and some further protists [4]. This model also appeared to agree with morphological data, since many of the organisms at the base of the tree also apparently lacked mitochondria. Because of this, these lineages were proposed to have evolved away from the main eukaryotic line prior to the acquisition of the mitochondria by endosymbiosis of an alpha proteobacterium [5,6]. The apparent lack of a Golgi complex, peroxisomes, introns and sexual cycles in these same taxa seemed to support a ladder of eukaryotic life model with its progression from the simple to the complex. Unfortunately this appealing model of eukaryotic relationships was wrong.

3. Relinquishing the crown

Evidence of several types have demonstrated that both the idea of ancient cytological simplicity and the ladder-like structure of the eukaryotic tree is incorrect, the product of both methodological artifact and “unparsimonious” evolution. In every case that has been examined, the “mitochondria-lacking” taxa possess genes of mitochondrial origin encoded within their nuclear genomes [7–10]. In many cases these organisms also possess remnant mitochondrial organelles [11,12], which take either of two major forms: hydrogenosomes, a hydrogen-producing and energy generating organelle are found in parabasalids (Trichomonas) and some anaerobic ciliates and Fungi; and mitosomes, small organelles that do not appear to have a role in energy generation and are present in Giardia, Entamoeba and Microsporidia [13]. The presence of these organelles in formerly “amitochondriate” protists strongly suggests that the origin of mitochondria pre-dates the ancestor of extant eukaryotes and emphasizes that these organisms are not so simple after all [14].

While the presence of these mitochondrial homologues disrupts the interpretation of the eukaryotic tree, it does not contradict the stepwise model of evolution. Apart from the trivial, but often ignored, point that hypotheses of relatedness could only bear on the taxa sampled (many eukaryotic groups were not sampled until recently, e.g. by [15–18]), representation of eukaryotic groups was extremely unbalanced, with the vast majority of sequences in trees being from the taxa that seemed to belong to the “crown” group. When more of the “Archezoan” taxa were included in more complex analyses, formerly long branches began to appear higher in the tree, breaking up the clear ‘basal branches+crown group’ pattern, resolving clades more evenly and congruently with ultrastructure (e.g. [15,16,19]). It also became clear that methodological artifacts, particularly long-branch attraction (LBA), had severely affected the phylogenetic analyses: the realisation of this undermined that old view of eukaryotic systematics. LBA is the artifactual clustering of sequences that are divergent from the majority of the dataset, regardless of whether that divergence is due to rapid, but recent, evolution or slow accumulation of changes over time [20,21]. Genes from different organisms may evolve at different rates [22]. Not all sites within a gene evolve at the same rate either [23] or in the same way [24], with mutational saturation [25], compositional heterogeneity [26,27] and substitutional biases [28] also contributing to the selection of the incorrect tree [29]. Several studies, using a variety of methods showed that LBA was affecting analyses of the eukaryotic tree both for the protein and the SSU rRNA datasets [30–33, inter alia].

Compensating for LBA had two distinct effects. In the case of the Microsporidia, implementing maximum-likelihood methods, correcting for rate variation, and using new gene sequences less affected by rate variation, allowed a robust placement of these formerly deep-branching eukaryotes as a divergent fungal group [34–36]. This makes them no less interesting or pathogenic. It does, however, allow for their unique traits to be seen in the light of a very well-characterized group of organisms, hopefully enabling more effective study and eventual treatment. Similarly Plasmodium, kinetoplastids and Entamoeba all found new homes relatively quickly (see below). Other organisms such as Giardia, and Trichomonas have not been as fortunate [37]: resolution of their phylogenetic placement has taken years and is still on-going; the recent completion of the genomes of both of these organisms represents an important step towards resolution of this critical issue [38,39]. Generally, the use of more biochemically realistic models of sequence evolution reduces the support for the ladder-like topology in phylogenetic analyses [30–33]. Tellingly, as the most saturated positions of a dataset are removed, the support for resolution of the backbone recedes [25]. All of this is consistent with the observed resolution being due to artifact and not historical signal. By the time this period of phylogenetic deconstruction occurred in the late 1990s, the field was left with an unresolved assemblage of many eukaryotic groups and a fairly agnostic view of eukaryotic evolution [40].

Part of the problem was that the “elitist” view conflated two separate issues; the relationships between the various lineages and the rooting of the eukaryotic tree (which determines branching order from the base to the tips of the tree). By inclusion of
sequences from prokaryotes, which truly had evolved away from eukaryotes a long time ago, the rapidly evolving protistan lineages were artifactually attracted to these outgroups. More recently analyses have separated these questions, some using diverse types of data to resolve the relative relationships between eukaryotes and others to place the root of the eukaryotic tree.

4. The new phylogeny of eukaryotes: a more egalitarian view

A combination of morphological and molecular studies have begun to resolve the majority of eukaryotes into six ‘super-groups’ described in a synthesis of recent literature by Simpson and Roger and formalized by Adl et al. [41,42]. These six supergroups are illustrated in Fig. 1C. Beginning from the left, the opisthokonts contain the metazoa, the Fungi and various single-celled relatives including the nuclearid amoebae and fish-pathogens, the Ichthyosporea. This supergroup is well supported by single gene [43], multigene [44,45] and morphological characters, as well as the presence of a diagnostic insertion in the EF1 alpha gene [46]. The supergroup Amoebozoa unites many, but not all, lobose amoeboid taxa including the slime molds (Mycetozoa), the lobose amoebae sensu stricto such as Amoeba proteus and Chaos, the “archamoebae” i.e. pelobionts (Mastigamoeba and Pelomyxa) and entamoebae (including Entamoeba histolytica), as well as many taxa of indeterminate

Fig. 1: Comparisons of evolutionary models and interpretive implications. Panel A: The Egalitarian and Elitist models. The classical tree of life model, termed here “Elitist” as mammals and Homo in particular are placed at the apex. This representation is based on the assumption that the root is placed amongst taxa containing protists, and is supported by rRNA data, together with other evidence, and in a sense mirrors the great chain of being of the 19th century. Critically the topology implies that taxa close to the root have existed for a longer time (and hence are ancient systems) than those at the apex, which are considered as modern. The major problem with interpretation of this model is that many workers assume that once a lineage has speciated from the upward course of evolution, it ceases to evolve, and in some manner reflects life on earth at the point of speciation. This contrasts with the more recent “Egalitarian” view, which critically has an unresolved root and a “big bang” event essentially producing all eukaryotic supergroups rapidly in a time-unresolved event. Here all taxa are more easily recognised as equally ancient (or modern). This topology is supported by more extensive sequence and morphological evidence than the Elitist tree, albeit with several issues concerning precise placement of the root remaining unresolved at this time [13]. Blue and red dots indicate the presence or absence, respectively, of genes (or traits) of interest, while “them” refers to parasitic pathogens and “us” to Homo. The very critical point here is that blue events under the Egalitarian model are interpreted as lineage-specific evolution, rather than as necessarily recent events, while red events, i.e. absences, are best interpreted as the result of secondary losses rather than evidence for an ancestral or primitive state. This has a profound impact on our views of the sophistication of parasitic systems, their biology and strategies by which to control them. Panel B: Example Elitist tree topology, based on data from rRNA data and loosely adapted from Sogin [4]. Panel C: Egalitarian tree based on Adl et al. [23] and others. Here supergroups are named and indicated by shaded lozenges. Critically, present data do not allow a root to be determined. Note also that parasitic taxa are clearly interspersed by non-parasitic species. In both panels B and C specific taxa are indicated by two letter abbreviations of the Linnean names, while general taxa, e.g. vascular plants, are not specified. Taxa represented are Dd; Dictyostelium discoidium, Ec; Encephalitozoon cuniculi, Eg; Euglena gracilis, Eh; Entamoeba histolytica, Gi; Giardia intestinalis, Lm; Leishmania major, Pf; Plasmodium falciparum, Pr; Phytophthora ramorum, Tb; Trypanosoma brucei, Tg; Toxoplasma gondii, Tp; Thalassiosira pseudonana, Tt; Tetrahymena thermophila and Tv; Trichomonas vaginalis. Taxon supergroups are colour-coded and parasitic taxa are in bold.
affinities such as the parasite *Acanthamoeba castellanii*. The supergroup Archeoplastida consists of the red algae, green algae and vascular plants, and the glaucophytes [41]. Members of these groups all possess primary plastids, the result of endosymbiosis of cyanobacteria. Single and multigene phylogenies support the unity of these lineages [47,48], and although it appears likely that the acquisition of plastids in his supergroup happened only once, some controversy remains [49]. The supergroup Rhizaria includes taxa with fine, filose, sometimes granular pseudopodia, including Cercozoa, Foraminifera, *Gromia*, phytomyxids (including the significant pathogen *Plasmodiophora brassicae*), and Haplosporidia (including parasites of the genera *Haplosporidium* and *Urosporidium*) [50]. Recent results from multigene analysis supports the Rhizaria as a group [45,51,52]. These are the four least controversial supergroups, some with clear morphological synapomorphies, some supported by rare genetic characters such as diagnostic insertions in genes, and each resolved by studies from single gene and multigene concatenated datasets.

More contentious are the last two supergroups, the excavates and the chromalveolates, both of which contain important parasitic lineages. The chromalveolates include three major protistan groups which all contain members with chloroplasts derived from a red algal endosymbiosis [53]. The first major group, the alveolates, has long been recognised on morphological grounds [54]; it harbours parasites such as *Plasmodium*, *Toxoplasma* and *Cryptosporidium*. These apicomplexans are reliably placed as related to the dinoflagellates (another group with parasitic representatives) and the ciliates [55,56]. In turn, the alveolates are thought to be related to the stramenopiles, another group initially recognised on morphological grounds [57] that includes diatoms, brown algae and the oomycetes. The third major group in the chromalveolates includes the haptophytes, kathablepharids and cryptophytes [51,58]. The support joining alveolates, stramenopiles and the cryptophyte–haptophyte lineage is variable [59]. Recent analyses have placed the Rhizaria as robustly sister to the group of chromists and alveolates (Fig. 1C) which even raises the question of whether there should be six supergroups or five [45,51,60].

The Excavata, or excavates, contains many parasitic lineages, including *Giardia*, *Trichomonas*, and *Trypanosoma* [61]. As yet no molecular analysis has resolved all ten proposed excavate lineages as a monophyletic group. However, five of the excavate taxa possess a ventral feeding groove, which is structurally supported by a complex set of cytoskeletal elements and argues for the monophyly of the organisms possessing it [61]. Single-gene molecular data also unites groove-bearing organisms with other excavates that lack the groove structure as a whole but that do possess some of the homologous cytoskeletal elements [61]. Recent multigene concatenations have provided some higher-level resolution within the excavates [62,63]. Since the excavate group is thought to contain many taxa strongly affected by LBA, it is not surprising that establishing the validity of this group and the phylogenetic placement of its composite membership continues to be challenging.

The final unresolved question concerns the placement of the root of the eukaryotic tree. Because of problems with systematic and stochastic phylogenetic artefacts, an alternate strategy involving rare genetic characters such as gene duplications or fusions, indels and endosymbiotic events has been used to exclude the root from certain positions within the tree. This approach has led to several competing hypotheses, supported by apparently mutually inconsistent evidence (for more discussion and relevant data see [64] and references therein; [65–69]. Whatever the root, it will clearly require a sophisticated explanation, based on multiple characters and a resolved set of interrelationships amongst eukaryotes at the highest level.

5. What the new eukaryotic systematics means to parasitologists

The new view of eukaryotic systematics does more than displace *Homo sapiens* further from a pre-eminent position within the tree of life. This re-organization of relationships and especially the removal of the root of eukaryotes from organisms such as *Trichomonas*, *Giardia*, *Trypanosoma*, *Entamoeba* and the Microsporidia has several important implications for parasitologists when inferring traits or interpreting their data.

Firstly, that these parasites belong to different supergroups, separated by many intervening non-parasitic taxa, emphasises that parasitism is relatively rare in the unicellular eukaryotes, and has arisen independently many times. The spaces between well known parasitic taxa are becoming ever more filled with knowledge of their relatives [41,70]. All amoebae are not necessarily related: for example, *Entamoeba* is in the Amoebozoa and the veterinary parasite *Monocercomonas* in the excavates along with the amoeboflagellate *Naegleria* [71]. Consequently, inferences drawn from one parasite cannot necessarily be mapped to others, even those with similar morphology. In contrast, where mechanisms between two divergent taxa do appear similar, as in the control of the *var* gene expression in *Plasmodium* and VSG genes in *T. brucei*, the implications of convergent evolution are profound. Placement of variable surface antigens at telomeres and the restriction of active genes within limited sub-nuclear domains specifically to constrain transcriptional activity to one or limited numbers of variable surface antigen genes is common to both *Plasmodium* and *T. brucei* antigenic variation strategies [72,73]. Apparent convergent evolution of a specific mechanism for antigenic variation suggests multiple independent origins, and implies that this strategy may be the only effective mechanism possible for achieving antigenic variation in the context of blood-borne infection. Additionally, the phylogenetic separation of the parasites contained within the Amoebozoa, Excavata, and Chromalveolata highlights the importance of the choice of model experimental systems and indicates that each group must be characterized to considerable depth in its own right, as generalizations may frequently not be relevant.

Secondly, the phylogeny has serious implications for the idea of primitive and ancient parasites. To begin with, a common misconception in the parasitological literature is that organisms nearest to the base of the tree are more ‘ancient’ than humans, yeast or plants [74–76]. This is patently false, regardless of which tree is considered, but is more obvious with the revised phylogeny. All eukaryotes living today are the same evolutionary
age; some lineages may have diverged or speciated away from the remaining eukaryotes earlier than others but that does not make the organisms in them “older”. Nor does early speciation imply that these organisms have remained evolutionarily frozen and thus represent a primitive or ancestral state. This is especially true of parasites that have co-evolved with their more recently speciated animal hosts. Even early-branching eukaryotes, when a properly rooted tree is determined, will have had the same time to have evolved their own adaptations as all other eukaryotes.

Both in terms of organelles and genes, the evidence coming from the mapping of characters on the new phylogeny, as well as from comparative cytology and genomics, support the conclusion that nearly all cases of ‘primitive absence’ are better explained as secondary loss or failure to identify the relevant homologue. This is not only true of mitochondria as discussed early, but also of other supposedly absent features that suggested various eukaryotes as primitively simple. For example, the absence of a stacked Golgi complex in multiple lineages is clearly the result of secondary loss on several occasions, and despite the morphological evidence, molecular data indicate that much of the function of the Golgi complex is likely retained in the “Golgi-less” lineages [76–78]. Secondary loss also appears to explain the absence or paucity of introns [79], meiotic machinery [80], peroxisomes [81] and nucleoli [82], amongst others. Crucially, reconstruction of the gene complement of the eukaryotic ancestor suggests a complicated cell [83–85] and implies that where a gene is absent in a particular parasite it has most likely been lost because homologues are present in the non-parasitic close relatives [86]. Giardia, Trichomonas, trypanosomes and apicomplexans are not ancient, primitive or living fossils that can provide insights into the cell biology of ancient and extinct eukaryotes per se. They can, however, provide excellent insight into the impact of streamlining and adaptation on the evolution of parasitic systems if one uses comparative genomics in a rigorous way, taking care about statements of absence.

6. Comparative genomics; determining commonalities and unique features in parasites

Parasitologists are often as interested in the genes that are absent from a genome as much as they are in those that are present. Absence of a gene product may provide important insight into minimized systems, the exploitation of a specific pathway or a potential drug target. For example, T. gondii is unable to synthesize purines and has a total reliance on host purine metabolism [87], while the presence of the serum resistance-associated antigen gene in some subspecies of T.

---

Fig. 2: The problem with homology searching. Nearly all search algorithms are essentially text string-based, and while there may be additional aspects to how these searches are conducted (e.g. global versus local alignments, significance matrices, masks, hidden Markov models, annotation extraction and rarely, consideration of 3D-structure), all of these algorithms will eventually fail when the divergence between a query sequence and the desired homologue falls below a statistically determined level of similarity. This issue is particularly of importance to parasitologists, and is frequently under-appreciated by many in the mainstream cell biology community. That the divergence between the protozoan organisms of interest and many eukaryotic model systems can be huge, due both to deep-evolutionary splits and rapid evolutionary rates in many parasites compounds the difficulty in reliable identification of genes. Considering protein sequence data, the point at which detection fails is dependent on the nature of the protein; specifically the manner in which change of function maps to sequence divergence. For example, while it is possible that such a relationship is linear (middle line), it is far more likely that functional equivalence may be retained between two sequences even in the face of considerable sequence divergence (upper line), or functional conservation may be more rapidly lost (lower line). As the point of most searches is to identify genes encoding the same or related function, the manner of mapping sequence to function is critical. BLAST (or any other search algorithm) fails at some point to detect a statistically significant relationship between two sequences, but it is clear that the point of failure is both dependent on the nature of the sequences being investigated and frequently occurs prior to true loss of functional relatedness, i.e. a false negative. This constitutes a gray zone, a region of uncertainty in which it can be very challenging to “make a call” on the presence or absence of a specific factor. Recent experience by us using the Smith-Waterman algorithm has indicated that the false-negative rate for BLAST is quite significant, and may approach 25% for some systems (MCF and JBD, unpublished data). Of course, the precise definition of function, or functional equivalence, is itself a somewhat elusive concept in many instances.
*Leishmania* has provided major insights into host range and resistance mechanisms [88]. Recent efforts have sought to determine whether there are specific genes associated with the distinct clinical manifestations of infection with various *Leishmania* species [89].

The theoretical ability to predict absence of a genomic component is one of the most powerful advances that genomics has provided. Comparative genomics attempts to predict function, based on identification within genomes of interest of orthologous or paralogous sequence relationships. From this, one should be able to build a comprehensive picture of a parasitic system including what is not present because the genomic sequence, theoretically, is the list of all genes in a genome. Combined with a resolved set of eukaryotic relationships, this allows mapping of the evolution and rise of particular character states. Such analysis is very powerful but there are pitfalls that await the unwary.

In practice, true absence is difficult to determine, and failure to identify a gene of interest may be due to explanations other than the gene not being present in the genome in question. Data limitations (an incomplete genome), BLAST failure or inappropriate choice of query sequence, are possible factors. In fact, few eukaryotic genomes are truly complete, many languishing at the 95–99% coverage level, and for financial and technical reasons are likely never to progress beyond this point. BLAST failure is particularly of concern in parasitology. Often opisthokont genes are used as search queries, since these are frequently the homologues that have been functionally characterized. However, these may be highly dissimilar at the sequence level from parasites within the excavate or chromalveolate supergroups. As BLAST searches for regions of local similarity, this issue is compounded both by divergence and differential rates of sequence evolution (Fig. 2). Regardless of the sophistication of a search method (BLAST, Smith-Waterman, structural, HMM, PSI-BLAST, etcetera), at some level homology or orthology becomes impossible to statistically determine with any confidence. A potent example of the dangers of over-interpretation due to absence of data was the suggestion of absence, leaves open the possibility that improved algorithms, availability of more closely related genomes, or even additional sequencing, may ultimately uncover a sequence that could not be detected previously.

Absence can still be predicted, with a few caveats. For example, if all components of a complex are missing from a given genome, that is suggestive of legitimate absence. Similarly, if the same component is missing from several members of the same evolutionary grouping, e.g. all components of the TRAPPII tethering complex are missing from the excavates sampled [93], then it can be more safely predicted that the gene is legitimately not present. Here again accurately estimating the phylogeny of eukaryotes becomes important.

7. Concluding remarks — knowing the enemy

Knowledge of the systematics of parasites is immensely important for parasitologists, and the old rRNA model has served us well. The revision of this tree, as we move into the post-genomic era for many protozoan pathogens, is set to inform both research strategy and precise experimental design. Ongoing efforts in phylogenetics are confidently expected to bring forward further surprises. Comparative genomics is clearly one of the more important emerging tools that parasitologists can use to study and combat disease, but the correct interpretation of these data depends triply on an accurate knowledge of species relationships, on understanding the limitations of the algorithms used to compare gene sequences, and in appreciating the careful and cautious considerations that interpretation of data obtained from these studies requires. Protozoan parasites, as highly divergent organisms, remain a massive challenge to human health, but with a new view of their relationships we are coming to know our enemy perhaps rather better.
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